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Abstract 
It is proved that for every constant ~> 0 and every graph G on n vertices which contains no 
odd cycles of length smaller than ~n, G can be made bipartite by removing (15/~}ln(10/~)) 
vertices. This resuIt is best possible xcept for a constant factor. Moreover, it is shown that one 
can destroy all odd cycles in such a graph G alto by omitting not more thaa (200/e')0n(10/e)) z 
edges. 
For a graph G, let Xv(G) [Xe(G)] denote the minimum number of vertices [edges] 
which must be removed from G in order to make it bipartite. Furthermore, let f¢..~ be 
the family of at! graphs with the vertex set { 1, . . . ,  n } which contain no odd cycles of 
length smaller than en. Erd6s and Sbs asked whether, for a given t, Xv(G) and X~(G) 
are uniformly bounded for every n and G e f~..~, i e. whether functions 
f~(e) = max{Xv(G): G ~:~.,~ and n >/l/e} 
and 
fe(e) = max{Xe(G): G efq.,~ and n >/l/e} 
are well defined. We show that this is, indeed the case and estimate fv up to a constant 
and fe up tO a logarithmic factor. 
Theorem. For every e > 0 we have 
In ~ ~L(~) ~ 15 In I0 (D 
60OF, "~ £ .~ 
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and 
2 200 [ ! J  ~< f-(~-) ~< --~- ( In 10'~2 
• v}  (2) 
Remark. In the note we make no attempts :o choose the optimal values of constants, 
trying to simplify calculations whenever possible. 
Let us start with the following elementary observation. 
Claim 1. Let C be a shorw'~', odd cycle of  a graph G and let v, w be vertices of  C. Then 
the distance between v and w in G is the same as the distance between v and w on the cycle 
C, i.e. no path joinin9 v and w in G is shorter than the path between these two vertices 
contained in C. 
Our proof of Theorem is based on the following result. 
Lemma. Let en > 33 and G e fq,•~. Then there exist subsets V', V" of vertices of G and 
a constant 0 < ~t <<. l such that 
(i) I V'] + I V"I ~< (28:c/r,)ln(lO/e), 
{ii) removing edges between V' and V" from G leads to a graph G*, it, which at least 
xn vertices belong to bipartite components. 
Proof. Let G be a graph on n vertices without odd cycles of length sh~cter than 
~:n > 33 and let C be a shortest odd cycle in G of length ko >/en. Moreover, let v be any 
vertex which belongs to C, and by N~(v) we denote the ith neighbourhood of v, i.e. 
Nolrl = {v} and Ni(v) is the set of all vertices of G which lie at the distance i from v. 
Claim I implies that for every i, 1 <, i <~ Lko/2.], Ni(v) contains two vertices which lie at 
the distance i from v on the cycle C, so INi(v)l 1> 2 for 1 ~< i ~< Lko/2_!. 
Now set kl = [_( Lko/2] - 1)/2[ and observe that the graph H ind,aced in G by set 
U~':o NAy) is bipartite• Indeed, suppose that this is not the case. Let Ca be a shortest 
odd cycle contained in H of length k' >/ko and let v', v" be vertices of Ct~ which are 
joined by a path of length Lk'/2] >>. Lko/2] contained in Cn• Since both v' and v" lie 
within the distance k, from v, they are joined by a walk of length 2kl < Lko/2J in H, 
contradicting Claim 1 and the choice of Cu. Thus, H must be bipartite• 
Set k, =Lkt/2J .  Note that for 33 <ko  < 41 we have k2 = 4 ~>0.1en and for 
k~ ~ 4! we have k2>~ Iko - 9)/8 >I 4~:n/41, We show that for some io, 2 ~< io ~< k2, and 
2i.- 2 
x= ~ IN~ivl!/n, (3) 
j=!  
we have 
IN2i,, l(t')l + IN2~,,It•)l ~ (28~/~:)In(lO/t:). (4) 
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In order to verify this fact set 
ui = IN21- l(v)l + IN2i(v)l >1 4 
for i = 1 . . . . .  k2, and le t / /=  exp['(20.5/En)!n(10/e)']. Note that for every x >I 0 we 
have 1 - e-x < x, so 
/ / -1=1_1  20-5 in 10 
Observe now that for at least one i, where 1 ~< i ~ k2, we must have u, ~<//', since 
otherwise 
ui > //~ >- ~ 
J=~ j=~ /3 -1  
100 \ [/ 99 ~n 
/> -~-  - 1) ~-~/> -~ 20.5 ln(10/O 
99n 99n 
>1 20.5e ln(10/e) ~> ~ > n, 
which, of course, is impossible. 
Thus, let io be the smallest index such that 1 ~ io ~< k2 and/3io >/U~o >t 4. Then, for 
defined as in (3), we get 
io- 1 
u > ~'  //~/n ~> /~ '° -1  // 
j=l n ,8 - I  
3//i° ~n Ulo ~ 
t> 4n 20.5 ln(10/~~ > 28 ln(10/e--~)' 
and, consequently, (4) follows. Hence the assertion holds with V' = N2-o-t(v) and 
V" = N2io(V). [] 
Proof of the Theorem. The upper bounds for f~(e) and f~(~) follow straightforwardly 
from the Lemma and an elementary induction with respect o the number of vertices 
in a graph. Clearly, it holds for every ~ and n g 15 (since then we may delete ither all 
except wo vertices or all except wo edges of the graph). Thus, let us assume that the 
assertion is valid for every t > 0 and every t,.' such that n' < n. Moreover, let G be 
a graph on n vertices without odd cycles of length less than en. Note now that, again, 
when en ~< 33 there is nothing to prove, because for such ~ and n 
t 33 In 10 > n 
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and 
~__ (,n ~,0)2 > ~ 400 n 
~u we can remove from G either n - 2 vertices or all, except wo, edges. Hence, we may 
assume that/3n > 33 and apply the Lemma. Then, there exists ~ > 0 such that deleting 
from G at most (14e/~) In(10~) vertices (the smallest set of V' and V") splits it into 
a bipartite part and a graph G' with at most (1 -~)n  vertices. According to the 
inductional assumption, G' can be made bipartite by removing not more than 
(15(1 - :Q//3) ln(10(l - e)//3) vertices, so to destroy all odd cycles in G it is enough to 
delete from it 
14~t in 1_00 + 15(1 - ~) In 10(1 - :t) < 15x In 10 + 15(1 - ~t) In 1-~0 = 1--~5 In 10- 
/3 f, /3 13 /3 t3 /3 /3 /3 
vertices. 
Similarly, to show the upper bound for f~(c) we apply the Lemma and remove 
(14:~//3)'-(In(10/~)) 2 edges from G disconnecting it into a bipartite part of size cm and the 
remaining part with (1 -~)n  vertices. Then, from the inductional assumption, we 
deduce that to make G bipartite one needs to omit not more than 
(1~___.~ in ~.~) 2 200( !~ :t)2 (In 10(1/3-~t)z)2 ~ < e_._. 5_ - -  
edges of G. 
Now note that if we replace vertices of an odd cycle C of length/3n by sets of size 
either L 1//3/or V 1//3"], and the edges of C by complete bipartite graphs, we get a graph 
G ~ f#,., such that to destroy all odd cycles in G we must delete from it either at least 
l_ l//3J vertices or at least 1_ 1//3_] z edges. This simple construction gives the promised 
lower bound for f~(/3). However, in order to get an additional logarithmic factor in the 
lower bound for ~,(/3), we need the following fact. 
Claim 2. For ever), m >! e It' there exists a graph G,. on 3m vertices, with at most 120m 
edges and girth at least 0.25 In 3m, which cannot be made bipartite by deleting less than 
in vertices. 
Prone Let ~fi = 4m and let G rand be the random graph with vertex set {1 . . . . .  tfi} in 
which two vertices i, j are adjacent with probability p = 30/t~ independently for each 
pair 1 ~ i < j ~< ffl. Note that the expected number of edges of Gr~"d is (~')p < 15~, so 
due to Markov's inequality, the probability that G r~'d has more than 2.15n~ = 120m 
edges is less than 1/2. Furthermore, the expected number of cycles of G r~"d of length 
smaller than k = I-0.25 in th'] is bounded from above by 
P'~5 ~.3-'T<6 ~o 30~ 
i=3  
30 k 30 i~o.zs,. 3o t/i 
"< ~-:~ ~< i-~ <I~" 
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Thus, again by Markov's inequality, the probability that more than ~/4 = m vertices 
1 of G rand belong to such short cycles is less than ~. Finally, note that the probability 
that G '~*d contains an independent set on m vertices can be bounded from above by 
(m~)( 1 --P)(7'~<(-~--exp( P{m21)) )m 
~< (4e exp( - 13/4))" 
~< (o.5) m ~ O.l. 
Now let G ra"d be a graph obtained from G rand by deleting m vertices in such a way 
that, we remove vertices which cover as large as possible number of cycles of length 
smaller than 0.25 In n). Then, t7 ra"d has 3m vertices and, with the probability at least 
1 ! 1 -~-~-  ~o > 0, has less than 120m edges, no cycles of length smaller than 
0.25 In 3m < 0.25 In & and no independent set of size bigger than m. Since this 
probability is positive, in particular, there must exist at least one graph which fulfills 
all these properties. [] 
Now we return to the proof of the Theorem. We have already observed that 
fv(~) ~>Ll/~.], which is better than the i,~wer bound required in (1) whenever 
> e-  1oo. Thus, assume that E ~< e-  ~oo, choose the smallest possible m for which 
1 In 3m 
500 m 
and for such an m let Gm be a graph whose existence is guaranteed by Claim 2. Let 
n > 200m. Replace each edge of Gm by a path with either s or s + 1 internal vertices, 
where s is such that a graph G obtained in this way has precisely n vertices (in 
particular, s + 1 1> (n - 3m)//(I 20m)). Now one can easily check that the girth of G is at 
least 
s + 1 In 3m >I n ( l __ - -  3m/n) En 
4 480m 
and one must take away from it at least 
vertices to make G bipartite. [] 
Remark. Notice that we did not use the fact that e is a constant. The same proof 
works if ~ is a function of n; however the strength of the result is different for different 
orders of magnitude of ~. It seems to be a nice problem to determine the orders of 
magnitude of e when the obtained result is best possible apart from a constant factor. 
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